
          

          

The Interior Lab – The Chemistry of Arts. Where creativity, innovation, and 

unique designs come together to create your dream home. 

The Interior Lab is an established interior design company in Singapore that centers on 

bringing beautiful and aspirational designs to life. But because beauty lies not only in the 

aesthetic, the firm also places immense importance in tailoring to their client’s sensibilities 

and comfort. 

Founded by a pair of industry veterans with over a decade of experience, The Interior Lab 

has a strong 15-member team of designers who are passionate about good design. Daring 

with their ideas yet meticulous in their execution, the knowledgeable and experienced 

team has managed a multitude of home and commercial projects to date. 

Close, personal attention is given to every step of the project undertaken, and the client’s 

lifestyle, needs and wants are given due consideration. But the project’s completion doesn’t 

signal the end of the partnership between the client and the designer, because the firm also 

believes in following up closely even after the project is done. 

The Interior Lab’s instinct for stunning designs that marry style with substance integrates a 

range of elements, including bespoke built-ins and pieces, customised furniture and 

finishings, alongside carefully selected materials and accessories. And as a certified 

designer company of Austrian fittings manufacturer BLUM, homeowners are assured of the 

use of reliable and quality fittings for their home. 

The Interior Lab provides a wide range of professional interior design services for 

commercial and residential spaces here in Singapore. We are dedicated to creating new 



concepts and functional ideas to fit any individual, family, or business preference. From 

consultation to project management, let our passionate team of top interior designers help 

your property comes to life. 

 

The Chemistry of Arts. Where creativity, innovative, and unique designs come together to 
create your dream home. 

With proven excellence that incorporates creativity with practicality, The Interior lab has 
always been well known for its workmanship & dedicated services for every project 

WHAT THEY SAID 

We met with a few interior designers but decided to engage Mabel from The Interior Lab as 
we felt that she gave relevant ideas & suggestions when discussing about the interiors of 
our home. She was very responsive & would always update us promptly on the process. 
Our renovation was smooth as issues were rectified fast with the help of Mabel. We are 
glad to engage her as our ID & would highly recommend Mabel and The Interior Lab to our 
family & friends!      – Jeslynn – 

 

CONTACT 

86/88 Joo Chiat Place, Singapore 427803 

114 Lavender Street #07-80, CT Hub 2, S338729 

+65 6345 6783 

enquiry@theinteriorlab.com.sg 

www.theinteriorlab.com.sg 
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